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INTRODUCTION. 

In my last articlo on the subjoct which o.ppoarod in Volume u 
I had givon only the first four chapters of Vi rah a nkn.'s work. Here 
I propose to give the rema.ining two chaptorB. Somo of the missing 
folios containing tho commontn.ry on theso chapters hn.vo been 
found, and this helped mo a great don.I in restoring tho text of this 
rore work. 

In the fifth chapter of this work, tho a.ut.hor clefines 52 metres 
genor-.illy employed by SaDBkrit writers. Ho uses tho Sanskrit 
lnnguago in defining these probably meaning thoreby that these 
metres are used in Sanskrit n.s 11 rule. Compare the definition 
of tho motro called Samyii. (IV. 23) and tho noto containing tho 
commentator's remark on it. 

Among tho metres that aro definocl horo, it is rorno.rkablo that 
our author does not mention any Artlluumma or Vi~ama metres. 
Even among the Prakrit metres, he mentions only 11 few Ardhasn.ma 
metres, but does not classify them wider a separate heading except 
in tho case of the Dvipadis (cf. III 47-5'1; IV. 18; 48-50; 66; 81 ; 
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84; 104). As regards the Vi~amo. V!"ttas, he evidently knows only 
the solitary Catu~pada (cf. IV. 69). That he did not regard the 
Ard.ho.same. and Vi~e.ma V !"ttas as separate divisions is also evident 
from the fa.ct that in describing the six Pratyayas, he never once 
mentions how to do these in the case of the Arclhasama and Vi~ama 
V !"ttas as is done for example, by Ifomacandra. 

Another curious thing about these definitions is that they 
do not contain a rcfcronco anywhere to the Yati, i.e., the 
Cie.'>u.ra in the body of a line. It is probable that our author did 
not accept the theory of Yat.i. In his opinion, the Yati scorns to 
be merely a matter of convenience even in the Sanskrit metres as it 
is in the Prakrit ones. The commentator of KavidarpaI).O. (a work 
on Prakrit metres written about the 12th century A. D. and which 
I soon intend to publish a.long with Nanditaghya and Chandakosa 
of R11tnasekhara) quotes a stanza of Svayambhll (obviously 
a writer on Prakrit metres, to whom a reference is also found in the 
Avacfiri on Nanditaghya) in this connection. According to it, 
Jayadeva and Pin.gala alono accept the theory of Yati in Sanskrit 
metres, while Mii.I).gavya, Bhamta, Ka::lyapa, Saitava and others 
do not accept it. Our author probably belonged to tho latter 
school. Hemacanclm knew all these writers as is obvious from 
his reference to them. Our author o.lso seems to have known 
them. He mentions Pingala (I. 1 ; VI. 1) and MaQ.gavya (VI. 1) 
by name. As regards Kasyapa and Jayadova, he seems to have 
known them since ho gives tho no.mes Simhonnata (v. 31) and 
Narku~aka (v. 38) to the metres usually known as Vasantatilaka 
and Avitatha. Now the namos Siiihakr anta and Narku~aka were 
first given to theso metres by Kasyap11 and Jayadeva respectively 
as Hemacandra (p. lOa, lino 9 and p. 13a, line 2) tells us. It is 
not improb11ble that our author copied the names from these 
writers. 

One more thing which attracts our notice in Vira.hail.ka's 
treatment of Sanskrit mot.res is th11t he does not use the eight 
Ak~ara GaI).aS in defining them. Ho sticks to tho terms mentioned 
by him at I. 17-33. Naturally tho definition is not finished in a 
Pada of the defined metre as is usually done by other writers; 
but the whole metre is employed for this purpose which naturally 
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tries the patienco of the reader to the utmost. Long compounds 
and meaningless adjectives a.re used to fill up the gaps. This stmnge 
procedure leads us to nssumo either thn.t Vimhanka did not know 
the Ak~arn. Ga.i:ilL'l-which is highly improbable though Viro.hanko. 
does not actually mention them anywhere-or tha.t he purposely 
employed tho who lo metres and not merely a. P ado. for defining them. 
Generali)' whole stanzas are employed for defining Prakrit metres; 
Virhanka merely extended this method to the Sanskrit metres, 
even at the cost of brevity. One is, however, unable to understand 
his purpose in doing this. 

The no.me l\1isra (v. 2l)given to the Upajati metre is significa.nt. 
The other name Sailmtripada given to the same metre appears 
to suggest that an Upajati stanza usually contained one line of 
either Indra.vajrii. or Upondro.vajra and tlire.e of tho other. Though 
Vira.hanka docs not arrange the Sanskrit metros under 26 heads 
beginning with Ukta a.ndendingwith Utkrti still this division which 
is based on the number of letters in a Pii.da., was certainly known 
to him as is clca.r from the order in which the metres are n.rra.ngcd 
and also from his reference to BrhaU (VI. lG) and Utkrti 
(VI. 17 ; 44, &c.) 

In tho sixth or tho Inst chapter, tho author proceeds to describe 
tho six " proofs " (modification is not tho correct translation of 
Pro.tyaya.) ns promised at I. 12. These arc :-(1) Prostara, (2) 
Na~~a, (3) Uddi~ta, (4) Laghukriya, (5) Sankhya and (G) Adhvii.. 
Among these, the first or the Prastam is of various kinds ; our 
author describos eight difierent varieties of it, namely (1) SiicI, 
(2) Meru, (3) Patak a, (4) Samudra, (5) Viparitasa.mudra, (G)Patala., 
(7) Sahnali and (8) Vipnritasalma.li. 

The first of these, i.e., tho Suci consists in putting 
down the numeral 1 as many times a.s thero 

8<11.:i. are letters in a Pada. of a given metro and once 
( l'r. 5-i.) more (v. 5a) and adding the first to the second, tho 

socond to the t.hird, the third to tho fourth and so 
on, leaving the last figure every time (v. 6b) in tho proces.s of addition. 
The process is to be repeated until the second figure becomes the 
last one (v. 7o.) and is le~ out in the addition. Thus iu the case of 
a metre with fi vo letters in a P ada, put down the numeral 1 six times 
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(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) &nd go on adding as directed above. We get then 
I (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, l); II (1, 3, 6, 10, 5, 1); III (1, 4, 10, 10, 5, 1); IV 
(1, 5, 10, 10, 5, 1) respectively. The last is the SficI and tho figures 
in it respectively represent the number of permutations (Pm.'ltarapa
tagar:iana) of the above metre containing (I) no short lotter 
or all long letters, (2) one short letter, (3) two short letters, (4) three 
short letters, (5) four short letters and (6) five or all short letters. 
Again the total of the different figures naturally represents t.he 
Sailkhya, i.e., tho tot.al number of all the possible pormutations 
of the metre. In the present case it is 3~. Homacnnclra 
doscribes the proces."> nt p. 48b, line 1fj JI. without giving the 
name Sfici Prastara to it.. 

Tho second or tho Meru Praslam is nothing but a 
collection of the SficI Prast ams of metres containing 

Ment. 
(Vv. 8-10.) 

from 1 to 2G letters in a Pac111, arranged one 
below the other in rising succession. Its purpose 
ii:1 tho same 1Ls that of the Suer. 'l'ho actual 

process, however, slightly differs. It is ai:1 followi:1 :-Writo two 
sma.ll squares in the first line, three in the second, four in the third 
and so on n.clding one square in each subsequent line (v. 811). Write 
tho numeml 1 in mich of the two squares in tho first line : there
after write the same in the first and the l<:st squares in each line 
(v. Sb). In each of the middle squares writ-0 the number which is 
obtained by adding together the numbers in the two squares just 
above it in the upper line (v. 911; tho squares in the lower line are 
to be so plo.ced BS to ho midway between the two squares in the 
upper line). The resulting figures will be the SucI Pmstaras of tho 
differont metres containing from 2 to 26 letters a.s said above ; 
cf. Prakrtn. Piilgulu (N.S.P. ed.) I. 40. 

Tho third or the Pmaki Pra.sfiira is intended for showing the 

Paldkii. 
(Vt•. 11-12.) 

structure of all the different permutations of a 
metre. It is to be arranged in as many vertical 
lines as there are letters in the Pada of a given 
metre. Thus there will be three vertical lines for 
n. metre with three letters in o. Padn.. In the first 

of these lines, long(s) and short (i) letters should be arranged in suc
ccs.~ion (:\lo.r:iirn.vo.malii.karo). The total number of these letters is 
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to be determined in the following way :-In the case of a. metro 
having only one letter in a Pada it will be 2; now this number 
should be doubled for each additional letter in a. Pada. Thus for 
a metre with two letters in a Pa.du. it will be 4 ; for a. metre with three 
it will be 8 ; for one \>ith four letters it will be 16 and so on (ViuJ].e 
Vit1I).ehi Va<J<Jbio Ka.mo.so). The number of long n.nd short letters 
follo,,;nl! each other in succession in the.first line is thus fixed. The 
same nurnbcr of letters is contained in ca.ch of tho other lines but 
the manner in which the long and short letters follow each other 
differs, the rule being that the number of long letters in succession 
followed by an equal number of short letters in succession for 
each succeeding line is double tho number of those in co.ch previous 
line (Viul).e Viul).eh..i YacJ.cJ.hio Kamaso). Thus in the first line 
there is only one long letter followed by one short letter. In the 
second, there will be two long letters followed by two short 
letters in succession. In the third there will be {our and in the 
fourth there will be eiglit long letters in succession followed by an 
equal number of short letters in succc.ssion and so on, thenumber 
of the vertical lines being determined u.s said above, by the number 
of lettern in a Pa<la. of tho given metre. In each case, half tho 
letters in the lo.st line will be long in succession and will be followed 
by a.n equal number of short letters insucccssion(~iha.I].addhamaI).I 
Rava.ddho yo.). 

The fourt.h or the 8a.mudra Prastara is in form exactly like tho 
Patal.:a n.nd is intended for the snme purpose. But 

So11111cim. 
( v L'. 1:1-20.) 

the process by which it is done slightly differs. 
Here the Prastara is arranged in lwriumtal and 
not vertical lines. In the first line put down as 

many long letters as there are letters in a. Pa.du. of a given metre 
(Jahicchae). Then in the second, place a short letter under the 
first long letter (Paghame.camara) in the upper line and then copy 
down the letters as they are in the upper lino. Follow the same 
process in the subsequent Jines until we get all short Jotters 
('Farisa RSVVe) in the last line. Only, when there are short letters 
preceding (nlagge) the first !O"ng letter in the upper line, we should 
write all long letters under these, in the lower line (v. 14b). Both 
these Prastaro.s a.re explained by Hemacandra without giving the 
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names at p. 46b, line 6 ff and p. 47b, line 9 ff. This same 
method is to be. followed for doing the Prastara for Matra Vrtt.as, 
but where by following the process, the required number of Matras 
is not obtained in a particular GaJ].a, one short letter (r) should 
be added at the begiiming (v. 18b) and thm1 the number of Matras 
be completed. This extra Matra is of course to be disreg<Uded 
in the process, i.e., no long letter is to be written under it in the next 
lmver line. Only in the case of the uneven GaI].aS of a Gatha (v. 19) 
this exiira short letter is t.o be }Jlo.ced under the la.sf. long letter 
(Antacamatra) of the Garyo. in the upper line and not at the beginning 
as said above, thus avoiding the Narendra (ISI) group which is 
forbidden in these Gal)al:I (v. 20a). Again, in the case of Gal)aS con
taining an odd number of l\f atras, i.e., 5, 7, etc., (Vi~amamattarya), 
the first permutation should have the first letter short (v. 20b) 
and the rest. long ones. Cf. also, I-Iemacandra, p. •!7b, line 8 ff. 

The fifth or the l'iparftasam:1ulra is just the opposite of the 

Vip ari /.a. 
8Ullt'lldra. 

( v. 21.) 

last variety. In it, the process of the Smmulra 
is to be reversed. In the first line we have all 
short letters. Then iu each succeeding line 
a long letter should be written under the 

first short lett-er (Pac}.lunaravaho) in the upper line and the 
rest should be copied 11s they are in the upper line. Under the 
letters which precede tlte first short letter in the upper line, 
however, we should write all short letters (l\ofoggathiavi forisa) in the 
lower line and go on in this manner until we get all long letters in 
the last line. 

The sixth or the Patala Pra~lara consists of five figures respec-

Patlfla. 
(Y-11. 22-23.) 

tively representing (1) the total number of per
mutn.tions of the motre; (2) the total number of let
ters contained in these permutations; (3) the total 
number of Matras contained in them; (4-) the t-0tal 

number of short letters in them and (5) the t-Otal number of long 
letters in them (v. 23b). Of these figures tho first is obtained from 
the Suci Prastara; the second is obtained by multiplying the first 
by the number of letters in a Pada (Paaidm) of the given metre. 
The fourth and the fifth figures are obtained by halving the 
second, and the third is obtained by tripling the fourth or the fifth 
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(vv. 22b; 23a.). Thus the Pata.In. Prastaro. of n. metre with three 
letters in o. Pado. would be :-8, 24, 36, 12, 12. 

The seventh or the Siilmali Prastara consists of scvero.I lines, 
each containing three figures, which represent the 

Salmali. number of short letters, the t-Otal number of letters 
(Vt•. 24-27a.) o.nd the number of long letters in order, contained in 

co.ch of the different varieties or permutations of a 
l\Iatra vrttn.. In the text, the author explo.ins the Salmo.li of n. Gath ii.. 
In the first line which represents the first permutation of n. Gatha, 
me given the smo.llest number of short letters and the largest 
number of long ones contained in it. They are 3 and 2i. Thus in 
the first line of the Salmali of a Gatha the three figures will be 
3, 30, 27. In each of the succeeding lines wliich represent t.l1e other 
succeeding permutations of a Gatha, the first heap shall increa.<ie 
by 2, the second by 1 and the third shall decrease by 1, (vv. 2,!b, 
25a). The figures in the second line will thus be 5, :n, 2G; those 
in the third will be 7, 32, 25 a.nd so on, until the last figure is 2 
(Doccin. ~ilmr,w), i.e., in 53, 55, 2. 

The eighth or the Viparfta.falmali is the opposite of the last. 

I'ipcirita-
8al111ali. 

( Vv. 276-28.) 

Here t.he three figures in a li.ne respectively repre
sent the number of short letters, the total number 
of letters and the number of long letters in co.ch 
permutation. Only, in the first line we have the 

largest mun ber of short letters and tlw smallest uum ber of long ones. 
Thus we hn.ve u3, 55, 2 in the first line. Then in each of the subse
quent lines, the first l1ea.p s1mll decrell.9e by 2, tlw second by I and 
the third sho.11 increase by 1, so that the lo.st line of the Vip11.rltasal
mnli of a Gatha shall be equal to the first line of the Salmali and 
t'ice t~crsa. 

Out of these eight kinds of Prastam, only three, namely, 
Pntak!i., So.mudra and Yipo.ritasn.muclro. arc concernecl with the 
different forms which a metre with a given number of letters or 
Matras may assume. The remaining five are intcnclecl for ascer
taining the different numbers connected with these forms, e.g., 
the number of short and long letters, the number of total l\Iatras, 
the total number of the permutations of a metre, etc. Pmstam 

literally means ' spreading out ' , and usually the term is under-
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stood as referring to the " sprc1tding out" of the vn.rious forms 
which a metre may assume. This is how Hemacaudra under
stands the word. According to this connotation only the three 
kinds mentioned above may be regarded 11.S proper Prastaras. 
But our author seems to lmve underst-0od the word a little differ
ently. Prastara according to him is (1) the spreading out of the 
various forms of a metre, as also (2) the spreading out of the figures 
so as to arrive at the number of short and long let.tcrs etc., in these 
forms. (The worrl is of course used also in t]10 sense of 'one of the 
various forms of a metre,' but this meaning is obviously connected 
with No. (1) and is only an extension OJ' rather a restriction of it). 
Virahail.lrn, however, seems t.o have forgott<!n that according t-0 
this connotation of the wonl, the Prnstam includes Laghukriya 
and Sankhya antl the sixfold division of Pratyaya becomes over
lapping. Accordingly when Virrthailka comes to t.rertt of Laghu
kriya nnd Sankhya, he finds that the subject lrns already been 
treated under Prnstam and so he only gives additional met.hods 
of doing t•he Lughuhiya and Sailkhya. 

Hcmacaudra, on the other lmnd, took the word in tho first 
of the two senses mentioned above, and therefore under Prastara, 
he describes only the two, namely, Patakft and Samudrn without 
of course, giving the uamc.g. ~'he third, 'i.e., Viparrtasamudra is not 
an important variety, being merely the reverse of Samndra, and 
hence was neglected by him. Of the remaining five which are 
concerned with figures, he describes only the SucI under the Laghu
kriya. Here, too, he docs not mention the name. As for Pili.gala, 
he mentions l\1eru and Pataka but docs not call them Prastaras. 
His l\foru is meant ror knowing the total number of the permutations of 
a given metre containing one or more short or long letters, \Vhilc from 
his Patak a the Serial ~iVumbr:Jr of these permutations is ascertainecl. 
Pingala gives two varieties each of l\Ieru and Piitaka :-(1) Varl).a
mern and (2) Matratneru; (1) Van:u1.pataka and (2) Matrapataka. 
Virahanlrn'sl\Icru agrees with Pingala's Varl).ameru but the Patak a 
of the former is entirely different from that of the latter. Pingal11 
again docs not use the word Pratyaya though he seems to know 
the term Prastara used in the sense of a' permutation' (cf. I. 50). 
Hemaeandra knows bot;h tho terms and his division of the Pratyayas 
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is more scientific than that of Viml1aii.ka as seen e.bo.,.·e. If we are 
permitted to assume that the present form of the Prakrte. Pmgn.Ia 
Sutre. is but an runplilication of an older work we may perhaps 
remark that the treatment of Pingala, Vimhanka. an<l Hemacanclra 
roughly represents the three successive st.ages in the <levcloprncnt 
of Prakrit Metrics. 

Of the remaining Pratyayas, the second is the Na~ta. 

Nriata a 11 d 
Uddista. 

( v r. 2o::m.) 

Its purpol!e is to find out the unknown (Na~ta) 
structure (Vrtta) (v. 2fla) of a particular pennu
tation of a metre, the serial number (Arum) of 
thi.'J permut.at.ion being given. As opposed to 

this, in the third Prntyaya, i.e., the Uddi~fa, the structure 
of a purticulnr permutation is given and we are to find out its 
serial number (Kaammi 'fha.l).ammi) among the permutations of 
that metre. The terms Na~~a and Uddi~~a are used with reference 
to the structure of a permutation and not its sc>rinl number. To 
find out the unlmown structure or form of 11 permutation when 
its serial number is given, we should write down in tho first place, 
a long letter (s) if this given number bn 11n othl figure and a short 
one (1) if it be enmi (v. 30 a). Then halve the given numbor further 
and further every time writing down a long or Hhort letter according 
all the number obtained by halving is odd or t~vcn (v. 30a). The 
process should be continued Ulltil we obtain t.lte required number 
of letters. The letters obtained in this um1lllcir represent the 
required structure. In th~ process of halving, l i;hould be added 
to an odd number to obtain an equal clivir>ion (v. 3la). When the 
division reaches the figure I (~-aHhanke), all the remaining letters 
should be written down long (Ka<Jaiii) nnd t.liis is obvious; cf. 

Hemacandra p. 47b, line 12 ff. 

Now, to find out the serial number of a pennutation, the 
structure of which is gi\•en (Uddi~~), take the last short letter 
(Antarn farisam) in the structure and double it, counting it us 
equal to 1. Thus we get 2; this number then, should be further 
and further doubled for e~ch let.t.er which precedes this last short 
letter, always deducting 1 from the figure obtained by doubling 
when the letter is long (Ekkekkam Camarnsum l\luiicaha); 
when the letter is short, I should not be deducted. The final 
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figure which we get is the serial number required (v. 34). 

The Na~~o. a.nd Uddi~~o. explo.ined above are those of the Var-
1).0.Vfttas. See the notes on vv. 38-39 for those of tho l\Iatravrttas. 
Also cf. Hemo.ca.ndra p. 48b, line 1 ff. In stanzas 35-37 the author 
explains the :Nal?~a o.nd Uddi~ta of ::.\Iatravrtta.s but it is with 
reference to the letters cont.o.ined in them. He explains how to find 
out the unknown (Na~~a.) number of letters when the serial number 
of tho permutation of a Gatha is given, and vice versa. Sec notes 
for the method. "\Vlmt, is striking, however, is tlmt here the 
terms Na~ta and Ud<li~tn. refer to the V<1r7J-asankl1ya and not 
to the l' rurarfipa as they usually do. 

Tho fourth Pmtyo.yn. is Lagltukriya. It ia cit.her a process 
to find out the number of permutations contain-

Laghukriya. ing a. given number of short or long letters of a 
(Vi·. 40-41.) Vrttaor a proccss to gct t.he number of short and 

long letters in it. Yirnhanka under La-
ghukriya, gi,·es only the latter process (see notes), as he has given 
the former while treating of Suci and )Ieru Prast.ams (cf. 
Lahukiria Lambhae So.nkha-VI. !I). Hcma.can<lm (p. 48b) 1-(ives 
only one, i.e., the former, and in this connection he explains what 
Virahanka calls tho Suer Pmstam. 

Tho fift.h Pra.tyayn. ia Sankhya. This, too, n.s shown above 
(under Suci; also cf. VI. 9) is already taught in 

Sa1ikh11a. the Prastftra. Herc, therefore, the author gives 
(Vt•. 42-4!1.) only an additional method for getting the 

8ankhya, i.e., the tote.I number of permutations 
of a metre. It is this :-The Sankhya for a metre with 1 letter 
(Antimav&I].I].e) in a Pa<lo. is 2 ; t.his is to be doubled continuously 
for each additional letter in a Pada (v. 42). Thus the Sailkhya 
for a metre with 2 letters in a Pada is •l; for a metre with three 
letters in a Pada it is 8 and so on (v. 43). For Matravrttas, the 
rule is different. The Sankhya for a metre with only 1 l\'Ia.tra is I ; 
tha.t for a metre with 2 :;\Jutras is 2; that for a metre with 3 Matras 
is 3; hereafter, the Sankhya for a metre with an additional 
Matrn. is equal to the Sankhya of the two preceding metres o.ddud 
toget.hcr (v. 45). Thus the Sankhya for n. metro with 4 :Matras 
is 2+3=5; that for a metre with 5 Matras is 3+5= 8; tha.t for 
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a metre with 6 l\latras is 5+8=13 and so on. In vv. 48-49, 
Virahanka gives another way of obtaining the Sailkhya. for a 
Gatha, for which see Hemacandra, p. 49b, line 5 ff, and the notes. 

The sixtl1 and the last Pratyaya is Ac1lwii. Adhva is t.he way 
AdhLu. i.e., the space occupied by the permut.ations of a 

(Vt~. 52;00.) metre. This is explo.inecl by Yirahailka in the 
remaining stanzas of the chapter. In this 

connection he gives an interesting table of the measures of length. 
It is as follows :-4 Ailgulas = 1 Ram3.; 3 Rama.'> = I Yitasti ; 
2 Vitnstis = 1 Hnsta: 4 Ha.stas = 1 Dhanus; 2000 Dhanus = 
I Krosa ; 8 Krosas = I Y ojana. All these are well known except 
Rama ancl Dhanus or Dlianuhkara. Ramo. probably is the palm 
with extended fingers leaving out the thumb. This is still used by 
villagers for measuring ordinary length of things in Ailgulas. 
Dhanuhkara is perhaps the stick of the bow. 

As regards the space, one letter short or long requires in 
the opinion of Virahailka, one Angula. Again the blank space 
to be le~ between two lett€rs is also one AD.gula. Thus two letters 
require three Ailgulns which is approximately equal to two inches 
and o. quarter. So much space for letters could not obviously 
have been allowed when t}wy were written on either palm-leaf 
or birch-bark as the leaves are not very broad. But it could poss
ibly be allowed w11en copper-plat€s or rocks or for ordinary purposes 
a wooden slate with dust spread over it served as the writing 
material. I do not surely intend to maintain that Virahailka 
lived at a time when birch-bark or palm-leaves were not generally 
used as writing material though this is not impossible. But the 
true explanation of this curious fact seems to be that Virahailka 
taught what he learnt from tradition which of course must have 
originated at. a time when so much space was given to each letter 
or when writing was still rather rare. 

It will be seen from a. reference to the notes, that v. 50 and the 
first half of v. 56 were composed by the commentator and inserted 
into the text. V. 5i was also materially changed by him as i~ 
did not accord with facts. 




